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Abstract

In the context of the HyTex project, our goal is to convert a corpus into a hypertext, basing conversion strategies on annotations which
explicitly mark up the text-grammatical structures and relations between text segments. Domain-specifi knowledge is represented in the
form of a knowledge net, using topic maps. We use XML as an interchange format. In this paper, we focus on a declarative rule language
designed to express conversion strategies in terms of text-grammatical structures and hypertext results. The strategies can be formulated
in a concise formal syntax which is independend of the markup, and which can be transformed automatically into executable program
code.

1. Project Framework
We illustrate a model for converting a text corpus into

a hypertext. The approach is being developed in the con-
text of the HyTex project (Hypertext conversion based
on textgrammatical annotation, http://www.hytex.info/)
funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG),
which investigates methods and strategies for text-to-
hypertext conversion. The central idea of the project is
to base conversion strategies on annotations which ex-
plicitly mark up the text-grammatical structures and rela-
tions between text segments, e.g. co-reference relations, se-
mantics of connectives, text-deictic expressions, and ex-
pressions indicating topic handling (Storrer, to appear).
The project will develop a methodology which (semi-
)automatically constructs hypertext layers and views, using
the text-grammatical annotations.

By storing the hypertext as additional document lay-
ers, this methodology preserves structure and content of
the original text documents, thus ensuring their recover-
ability. The multiple-layer approach facilitates the publish-
ing of the same content in different media (cross-media-
publishing), and, in addition, provides the reader with the
choice beween sequential and selective reading modes. Se-
lective hypertext readers will be supported in findin coher-
ent pathways through the document network.

Feasability and performance of the methodology will
be tested and evaluated using a German text corpus. The
corpus documents will deal with the same global subject
domain, namely “text technology”. The corpus comprises
various genres (including papers, project reports, text-
books, FAQ, technical specifications glossaries/lexicons,
and newsgroup postings). These genres differ with respect
to parameters which are crucial for hypertext conversion:
length, topic handling, linearity. The corpus will be trans-
formed into a hyperbase by a stepwise approach, the steps
being:

� corpus collection and automated annotation of the hi-
erarchical document structure,� (semi-)automatic text-grammatical annotation, e.g.
segmentation of paragraphs into smaller functional
units,

� annotation of co-reference relations between text
units, in particular expressions used in topic-handling
and expressions indicating the rhetorical function of
smaller segments,� annotation of definition for technical terms of the
subject domain and of term instances,� modelling terminological knowledge of the global
subject domain, using topic maps (Pepper and Moore,
2001),� implementation and evaluation of procedures for seg-
mentation, reorganisation, and linking. These oper-
ate on the text-grammatical annotations and the topic
map model.

In this paper, we concentrate on the technical realisa-
tion of the last step. In particular, we focus on a declarative
rule language for describing the transformation process. In
section 2, we outline this approach. We then give a brief
overview of the model’s components in section 3 before we
focus on the design of the rule language and its implementa-
tion in section 4. Conclusions and an outlook are presented
in section 5.

2. Simplifying the Transformation Process
The transformation process can be viewed as a map-

ping from the corpus to the hypertext. It can be described
by rules consisting of two parts: a condition (on the docu-
ments) and an action that is to be executed when the condi-
tion holds. In particular, on the basis of various coherence
relations modelled by annotations (conditions), a linking
structure of the hypertext is to be generated (actions).

Traditionally, transformations are implemented using
programming languages where these rules remain implicit.
In the project context – as in other contexts – many rules
are similarly structured, leading to either redundant pro-
gram code or complex programming expressions. Further-
more, a programming language includes many constructs
not needed in our context.

The goal of the approach presented here is to de-
sign a declarative rule language optimised for expressing
conditions on text-grammatical structures and hypertext-
generating actions. This approach makes the rules more
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termDefinition (term, defText)

termDefinition
term

defText

termOccurrence
(termRef, usageType, termInstance)

termRef
usageType:

termInstance

sourceAnchor
(destinationAddress, anchorContent)

�
a href=" ����� " ������� � /a �

destinationAnchor
(anchorName, anchorContent)

�
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termDefinition
(term=$termVar, defText=$defTextVar)

���

destinationAnchor
(anchorName=$termVar,
AnchorContent=$defTextVar)

termOccurrence
(termRef=$termRefVar,
usageType=’intratextual’,
termInstance=$termInstanceVar) ���

sourceAnchor
(destinationAddress=$termRefVar,
anchorContent=$termInstanceVar)
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termOccurrence
(termRef=$termRefVar,
usageType=’domainspecific’,
termInstance=$termInstanceVar)

���

sourceAnchor
(destinationAddress=
concat($termRefVar, ’.html’),

anchorContent=glossaryIcon())

concat( � , � ) �

� glossaryIcon()

�

�

�

termOccurrence
sourceAnchor

termOccurrence (termRef, usageType, termInstance)
<xsl:template match="termOccurrence">
<xsl:variable name="termRef" select="@termRef"/>
<xsl:variable name="usageType" select="@usageType"/>
<xsl:variable name="termInstance" select=".">

</xsl:template>

sourceAnchor (destinationAddress, anchorContent)
<xsl:template name="sourceAnchor">
<xsl:param name="destinationAdress"/>
<xsl:param name="anchorContent"/>
<!-- inserts
<a href="$destinationAddress>$anchorContent</a>
-->
<xsl:element name="a">

<xsl:attribute name="href">
<xsl:value-of select="$destinationAddress"/>

</xsl:attribute>
<xsl:value-of select="$anchorContent"/>

</xsl:element>
</xsl:template>
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